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Digital ad spend vs fraud

Search/CPC Display/CPM Click Fraud Impression Fraud

Global statistics and FraudScore 
data



Juniper Research

http://www.juniperresearch.com/CMSModules/Newsletters/CMSPages/Redirect.ashx?linkguid=59283817-9364-47a7-98b9-2dbfc60d3a7c&email=andrew%40which-50.com&hash=23c064cd7afbf9274d61ba1479e97c401c941dd964ef0c04178cea3a45afe6a0


All the major geos are affected



Bloomberg

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2017-09-18/uber-goes-on-rare-legal-offensive-suing-dentsu-unit-for-fraud


Expertise Indifference
Data Volume / 

Integrity
Price Performance

In-house Low Low Low $$$ Low

Marketing 
platform,

Tracker
Mid Mid High $$ Mid

SaaS High High High $$ High





Detailed fraud detection analytics 
and unique scoring system

Comprehensive and easy-to-read 
fraud reports

Ad exchange 
DSP/SSP 
Prebid solution

Interactive 
user-friendly 
dashboard



Ad exchange 
DSP/SSP 
Prebid solution

Fraud-Bar that shows division of 
fraudulent conversions

10
Ratings for TOP 10 fraud offers 
and affiliates

100+ metrics to drill
down the fraud 
report



Interactive maps and 
useful charts to see the 
whole picture of detected 
fraud, fraudulent geos and 
detected fraud categories

Ad exchange 
DSP/SSP 
Prebid solution

Maps and other 
Interactive useful 
graphs



Trusted by the industry’s TOP-players

Fraudscore has been our first line of defense against measuring questionable traffic. As the mobile digital 
advertising landscape continually expands, it becomes complex as it relates to user attribution measurement. The 
need for precise data has never been more important to the success of our business and our clients marketing efforts. 
FraudScore’s engineers made integration seamless and user friendly. The user interface allows us to interpret the data 
correctly and in real-time to make the right decisions as it relates to protecting our clients brand integrity. I highly 
recommend their services.

Moufid Al-Joundi | Curate Mobile

FraudScore has easy to handle APIs which permitted us to integrate fraud analysis findings into our own 
dashboards. Their own interface is very intuitive and offers infinite possibilities in terms of filtering and digging into 
data. FraudScore team is very receptive to users feedback and continuously introduces improvements to their product.

Luis Barrague | HeadWay Digital

The way that FraudScore helps us understand the reasons for fraud detection - is a very unique approach. 
Zorka.Mobi is a creative mobile performance agency, we are top experts in our own field and not in fraud detection -
that’s why we need a product that explains us everything about ad fraud. Then we are ready to use reports and data to 
arbitrage with our partners. We are able to negotiate and when a partner asks us a question - Why is this fraud and you 
want to reject it - we are able to give vivid, detailed and firm answers. Thanks to FraudScore, we know how to protect 
our point of view

Ekaterina Temchenko| Zorka.Mobi



Postback CSV* 

*Only for the trial period



Postback

Call our API, get a real-time 
response and rule the flow

Pixel

Put it into your ads and get all 
the stats on it

JStag

Put on your site, LP or ads, 
get stats and rule the flow





sales@fraudscore.mobi

www.fraudscore.ai

mailto:sales@fraudscore.mobi

